Anybody who has attempted to dive into the scientific literature on the origin and early diversification of life knows what a daunting morass it can be. Even setting aside the sheer volume of journal articles and books, the diversity of disciplines represented is intimidating: from cell biology, biochemistry, and genetics, to geology, chemistry, physics, and even cosmology. Franklin Harold's book In Search of Cell History offers an ambitious, one-stop overview of early cell evolution that covers all major theories related to the origin of life, the early evolution and diversification of cells, and the emergence of eukaryotic cells with their structural novelties, such as nuclei, mitochondria, and plastids.
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As a retired professor of biochemistry, with expertise in energetics, it should not be surprising that Harold would cover molecular and chemical issues with proficiency. What is impressive is that he also shows great comfort with all the other areas he broaches, as well as an admirable ability to see how the facts might all be fit together into a coherent understanding of cells and their origins. The bottom line: I really admire this book and expect to refer to it frequently in the future.
The fact that Harold's book is so useful and interesting to me, a professional evolutionary biologist, provides one point of reference. Who else ought to consider acquiring it? The writing is lucid, and Harold goes to pains to provide an accessible explanation of many technical terms and concepts. And there is also a glossary. But that does not make this book an easy read. It covers many tricky concepts and gives airtime to numerous conflicting theories, which results in a book that I found quite slow going. I would not recommend it for somebody who is looking for a simple, accessible storyline (for that, try Nick Lane's Life Ascending [2009] or Robert Hazen's Genesis [2005] ). But, if you are patient, comfortable with basic scientific concepts like the second law of thermodynamics, and interested in the early chapters of life on Earth, you'll find Harold's treatment well worth the work.
Harold clearly has a deep fascination with the mystery of how life came to be, with all its baffling complexity. He uncompromisingly rejects supernatural explanations, dismantling arguments to the contrary made by "intelligent design" advocates. On the other hand, he expresses a nagging concern that mainstream evolutionary biology might be missing something that would help us explain the origin of life and an apparent drive towards increasing complexity over time. I well understand Harold's sense of awe at what evolution has accomplished, and I agree that there are still some gaps in our understanding. I also agree that we could do a better job of defining "complexity" and establishing whether physical systems through which energy flows, such as those on Earth, will always tend to yield biotic systems whose complexity increase over time. I am, however, more confident than
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Harold seems to be that we will eventually plug the remaining holes in our understanding with ideas spun from the cloth of existing evolutionary theory rather than resuscitating debunked ideas such as a progressive drive.
One theme in the book, which I happen to be partial to, is the implication that biologists have been overly fixated on DNA. We tend to think that, because variation in DNA maps onto variation in phenotype, genes control all aspects of living cells. However, the conversion of information in DNA into cell structure depends on the cell itself reading and interpreting the genetic information. And the cell has aspects of organization, for example membrane-bound structures and long-lived protein complexes, that are passed down from generation to generation without direct encoding in DNA. Genetic software requires cellular hardware (or should it be "gelware?"). For these reasons, we should not be overly genecentric when thinking about cell evolution, but should also give due weight to biochemical, energetic, and structural aspects of living cells. For example, I agree with Harold that a simplistic gene-first (RNA-world) model for the origin of cells is flawed. RNA molecules cannot replicate themselves-they need to be embedded in a chemical system that allows their information to be copied. Explaining the origin and perpetuation of this system cannot be laid simply at the feet of the RNA molecules themselves.
A further abiding theme in Harold's book is the plea for more data and less theorizing. He is correct that too much of the literature is crowded with theories that fail to make testable predictions. I share his frustration, but there is no escaping that empirical approaches to events that occurring billions of years ago are limited. Furthermore, as I am sure Harold would agree, theorizing is important because it helps to determine the kinds of empirical data that we seek to collect. I remain optimistic that recent theoretical advances will lead to new kinds of empirical research into how life-like chemical systems might arise (on Earth or elsewhere).
For a professional or educated member of the lay public, In Search of Cell History is an interesting and useful book. At the micro-and meso-levels, it is well-written: sentences and book sections are well-organized, easy to follow, and nicely styled. At a macro scale, however, the book is a little frustrating. The twelve chapters and many of the subchapters have obscure titles, making it difficult to track the flow of ideas. One consequence is that it can be hard to find your way back to an idea that you thought interesting, something that is exacerbated by a less-than-thorough index. Then again, I doubt anybody could do much better at wrestling the field into order. In a discipline where it is not even agreed if the last common ancestor of all living cells was a cell, solid facts that can provide structure to an exposition are hard to come by.
In summary, Harold does a marvelous job of reviewing and summarizing an unwieldy mass of literature on the origin and early diversification of life and providing some opinions about which theories and lines of research seem promising. While you should not expect an easy read or simple answers to questions you might have about how life's amazing diversity arose, you will come away with an excellent snapshot of the field as it stands, warts and all.
